CHAPTER 18

Anarchism and Marxism

Lucien van der Walt

Introduction

Any analysis of the relationship between Marxism and anarchism immediately confronts several problems. One is that, while there is a fair amount of scholarly literature on the topic, it tends to be uneven. Many studies have focused on the conflict between Karl Marx and Mikhail Bakunin in the 1870s, with a few asides on earlier and later conflicts, but very few have compared anarchism and Marxism as evolving traditions. Consequently, there is very little discussion of how later Marxists like Mao Zedong differ from the anarchists. Another problem is that many analyses are quite schematic and simplified, eliding deeper issues (e.g., the extent to which Marxists and anarchists differ on basic concepts like “class” and the “state”) and concentrating first and foremost on strategic differences (most obviously, the question of whether the state can or should be wielded by the oppressed). Without discounting the importance of strategic positions, the fact remains that they are closely linked to larger analyses of economy, society, and history and, as such, an accurate understanding of the differences between Marxists and anarchists in this regard requires an equally accurate understanding of the ways these two traditions understand (for example) the basic dynamics of capitalism.

A further problem has been a long history of debates between the two currents marked by tendencies towards caricature and misunderstanding. Neither side is blameless; both have produced sectarian polemics and critiques lacking intellectual rigor. Marxists have correctly objected to anarchist criticisms that reduce Marxist thought to functionalism, scientism, and a teleological view


2 Despite some insightful points, the anarchist Warlaam Tcherkesoff’s “Pages of Socialist History” is so hostile to Marxism that it denies Marx all originality and insight, going so far as to claim, very unconvincingly, that the Communist Manifesto was itself plagiarized. See W. Tcherkesoff, Pages of Socialist History: Teachings and Acts of Social Democracy (New York: C.B. Cooper, 1902), 55–66.
of history. Indeed, anarchist critiques of Marxism sometimes demonstrate little familiarity with key elements of Marxist theory or of key debates within Marxism itself. On the other hand, Marxists often critique straw-man versions of anarchism. A recent account of syndicalism, for example, argues that its stress on the “necessity and desirability of class struggle” shows that syndicalism was rooted in Marxist rather than anarchist politics. This not only ignores the fact that anarchists like Bakunin emphasized class struggle but also that syndicalism itself was pioneered by anarchists from 1860s and, for this reason, has always been a variant of anarchism rather than an altogether separate current. The tendency of many Marxist critiques of anarchism to focus on marginal, unrepresentative strands to the exclusion of the ideas and movements that have been, by any measure, central to anarchism—viz., anarchist-communism, anarcho-syndicalism, and revolutionary syndicalism—also frustrates debates.

A more fruitful and illuminating debate between the two currents requires us to move beyond the “non-debate between Marxist and anarchist tendencies on the revolutionary left.” This chapter aims at developing a more systematic exposition of the strategic and theoretical differences between the anarchist and Marxist traditions; to move the discussion beyond a narrow focus on the Marx-Bakunin conflict, by considering a wider range of periods, writers and debates; and to unpack more fully the theoretical issues at play. In so doing, it
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seeks to clearly define the boundaries of the Marxist and anarchist traditions in specific relation to classical Marxism (rather than other versions) and to elucidate various debates over historical materialism, the role of the states, the nature of class struggle, and other topics. A major thrust of the argument is that anarchism's social analysis is far richer than often recognized and and may be illuminated through a proper exposition of the Marxism/anarchism conflict.

The Meaning of “Marxism” and “Anarchism”

In raising the question of what exactly is meant by “Marxism” and “anarchism,” it is not particularly useful to state the truism that there are many “Marxisms” and many “anarchisms,” as this merely begs the question of what makes something classifiable as a “Marxism” or an “anarchism” in the first place. Michael Burawoy provides a partial solution, suggesting that it is helpful to think of Marxism as a “tradition,” the development of which is similar to that of a tree. Rooted in particular ideas, a trunk arises with branches, twigs, and foliage, each of which has its own sub-branches, etc. and its overall shape develops as the product of both an intrinsic internal logic as well as external pressures.10 If there are many “Marxisms,” accordingly they nonetheless share common features even as they develop in different ways. The metaphor can be extended: there may be many “Marxisms,” but not all “Marxisms” are equal. In terms of their weight and importance, some branches are far larger and stronger than others because they are closer to the trunk; others wither; still others, I would add, develop in ways that ultimately leads them to fall off the tree altogether, perhaps setting down new roots. (I will return to this issue in the next section in more detail.) This approach, I suggest, is equally useful for thinking about anarchism as a tradition. The difficulty in both cases lies in identifying the roots from which the ideological and organizational lineages of these traditions grow.

Burawoy locates these in the “fundamental” texts of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels,11 but it is by no means clear which texts deserve this designation let alone which parts of these texts are taken to contain essential components. He gives special attention to Marxism’s historical materialism, including its vision of a series of class-structured modes of production driven forward by internal contradictions and which generate the forces necessary for their

11 Ibid.
own transcendence, as well as the state and other structures generated and conditioned by these modes. He also emphasizes the Marxist concept of an inevitable transition from capitalism to socialism that arises from inherent contradictions in the capitalist mode of production, as well as the resolution of these conflicts through the evolution of capitalism’s “grave-diggers”—i.e., the working class transformed into a political party that can seize state power, nationalize the means of production, abolish the class system itself, and, ultimately, usher in the final stage of communism. In this schema, state power is an instrument by which one class dominates another; states only exist in class society and, as classes fade away, the state fades too.

The classical Marxist emphasis on the formation of a revolutionary party and the nationalization of the means of production as core aspects of the “dictatorship of the proletariat” is one way of understanding the Marxist political program. By “classical Marxism,” I mean the main historical Marxist tradition that runs from the Communist League through the pre-war German Social Democratic Party, and from there to the Communist Parties and their Trotskyist rivals. This statist model did not start with Lenin or Stalin but can be found in the *Communist Manifesto*, the 1872 program for the International Workingmen’s Association (or “First International,” 1864–1877), and the work of Kautsky and other members of the Socialist International (or “Second International,” 1889–1914).

There is a direct and real continuity between the “fundamental” texts of Marx and Engels and the Marxist tradition as a whole, including its classical form. It is, of course, possible to elaborate more democratic versions of Marxism by redefining the “party” in a way that includes all radical workers and/or institutions like soviets; by re-conceptualizing the party’s relation to the working class; or by construing the “dictatorship of the proletariat” as self-government—all
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12 Ibid., 157–159. This same work, it should be noted, includes elements that foreshadow Burawoy’s subsequent attempts to elaborate a “sociological Marxism” that dispenses with the primacy of production, the necessity of revolution (including the seizure of state power by a Marxist party), and the abolition of the commodity form in favor of struggles by “civil society” to “regulate” states and markets through reformist measures alongside localized experiments. What keeps this new theory “Marxist” is unclear. See, e.g., M. Burawoy, “Marxism after Polanyi,” in Marxisms in the 21st Century: Crisis, Critique and Struggle, eds. V. Satgar and M. Williams (Johannesburg: Wits University Press, 2014), 35–52.

of which are common strategies in Council Communism. It is not possible, however, to set up a sharp distinction between Marx and Engels, on the one hand, and the larger history of Marxism, including the history of classical Marxism, on the other. This attempt is surprisingly common. Much has been made of Marx’s reported statement that he was not a Marxist, but this has been taken out of context. Marx was actually referring to certain French socialists who claimed fidelity to his views, remarking that if their views were Marxist, then “I myself am not a Marxist.”

Another approach holds that Marx and Engels have been misread or betrayed by “more or less faithless successors.” This approach fails on several grounds—namely, its quasi-religious reverence for revelatory texts and concern with “faithless” interpreters; its failure to address direct and obvious continuities between the works of Marx and Engels and their “successors”; and its ahistorical approach. Just as the historical record of Christianity cannot be judged in abstraction by selected quotations from the Gospels and epistles or reduced to the acts of Jesus Christ and the early Church, neither can the history of Marxism reasonably be reduced to an exegesis of Marx’s or Engels’ texts and lives. Marxism must be understood not in terms of a few infallible texts but as a historical force; it is absurd to speak of the correct reading of Marxist writings “while keeping quiet about what the doctrine has become in history.” The dominant current—the mainstream of that historical force—has been that of classical Marxism, which comprises the great majority of individual Marxists, organized Marxist movements, and Marxist thought. There is, accordingly, no reason why Marxism should not be judged in large part by the record of classical Marxism, the giant branch of the trunk, the most firmly anchored.

Understood this way, Marxism is a tradition that includes an analytical-scientific dimension, a political-activist dimension, and, at least implicitly, a moral-ethical branch dimension on a commitment to the comprehensive

16 Cf. Guérin, “Marxism and Anarchism.”
18 Castoriadis, “The Fate of Marxism,” 77.
development of individual capacities. This does not mean that there were not profound ambiguities and contradictions in Marxist thought—including classical Marxism—between the deterministic, economistic and teleological approach of “scientific” Marxism and the “critical” Marxist emphasis on human agency and will.\textsuperscript{19} Running alongside the Marxism of necessary historical stages socialist inevitability is one that stresses the active formation of a revolutionary party; the importance of strategy and tactics; and the choices of the proletarian-dictatorial state as enabling the necessary link between capitalism and the end goal of history.

These tensions should not be seen as absolute—the material base, after all, is comprised of people who exercise agency within structured constraints and around structured interests.\textsuperscript{20} Nor should they be understood as equivalent to the tensions between classical Marxism and libertarian Marxism. Just as Council Communism displays certain tendencies toward determinism and teleology, so, too, does classical Marxism contain strong elements of voluntarism. Examples of the latter include Kautsky’s emphasis on the role of correct revolutionary tactics and strategy;\textsuperscript{21} Lenin’s stress on the revolutionary party as the critical agent of change; Trotsky’s insistence that “Without a party, apart from a party, over the head of a party, or with a substitute for a party, the proletarian revolution cannot conquer;”\textsuperscript{22} Stalin’s argument that the Soviet regime could build “socialism in one country” by avoiding the fetishization of economic laws and deliberately creating “socialist forms of economy ... from scratch,”\textsuperscript{23} Mao Zedong’s stress on rural peasant-based “protracted people’s war” as a substitute for urban proletarian mobilization, Ché Guevara’s \textit{foquismo}, etc.

Applying a similar line of reasoning to anarchism also begs the question of which texts are fundamental, and which ideas essential, to the anarchist tradition. This issue can addressed somewhat obliquely by considering existing debates over how best to define anarchism. Space precludes a full engagement with this topic, but several major approaches may be noted and briefly assessed. The first maintains that anarchism is indefinable by its very nature, its core features and boundaries ever in flux. This is patently illogical insofar as it entails concrete definitional features yet denies that such features are

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{19} A.W. Gouldner, \textit{The Two Marxisms: Contradictions and Anomalies in the Development of Theory} (London: Macmillan, 1980), 33–88.\\
\textsuperscript{20} K. Kautsky, \textit{The Road to Power} (Chicago: Samuel Bloch, 1909), 33–41.\\
\textsuperscript{21} Ibid., 60.\\
\textsuperscript{22} L. Trotsky, \textit{The Lessons of October} [1924] (London, Bookmarks, 1987), 72.\\
\textsuperscript{23} J. Stalin, \textit{Economic Problems of Socialism in the USSR} [1951] (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1972), 5.}
possible. In any case, partisans of this approach do not consistently apply it; since none of them, to my knowledge, have ever characterized Stalin or Hitler as anarchists, it is obvious that very definite core features and boundaries are indeed in place.

A second approach defines anarchism as a venerable current of revolt that extends back into the mists of Asian and European antiquity. This approach, which originated in the 1890s, was adopted by many notable self-identified anarchists, including Peter Kropotkin. Its main weakness is that it includes an assortment of figures and movements that share little in common and, as a result, it struggles to provide clear or consistent definitional criteria for “anarchism.” Major differences are downplayed and the criteria for inclusion seem arbitrary and opaque. The same weakness befalls the third approach, which defines anarchism as a methodology of struggle that aims to build decentralized, prefigurative movements by means of direct action. This approach is implicit or explicit in much of the recent literature on anarchist influences on Western “anti-globalization” movements. The problem here is that organizing styles of this sort are not unique to anarchists nor invariably rooted in anarchist traditions, in which case it is unclear on what grounds they should be seen as intrinsically anarchist or, conversely, how anarchism might be distinguished from other currents that employ them.

The fourth approach, in contrast, posits a clear, fixed, and uniform definition: anarchists are those who seek to “negate the State,” even if they disagree on precisely what this entails or how it might be accomplished. Minimalist definitions of this sort were developed by identifying common elements in a range of movements that have been called “anarchist,” but since the selection of which movements to include is quite arbitrary, the inference is questionable. In any case, a consistent application of this definition of anarchism would logically entail the inclusion of Marxism, as it explicitly advocates the “withering
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26 One of the main originators of this approach was the German jurist Paul Eltzbacher. See his Anarchism: Exponents of the Anarchist Philosophy [1900] (London: Freedom Press, 1960), 189, 194, 201.

away” of the state.\textsuperscript{28} The \textit{Communist Manifesto} argued that the final communist society would be stateless,\textsuperscript{29} and Lenin asserted that the Bolsheviks “... do not at all differ from the anarchists on the question of the abolition of the state as the aim.”\textsuperscript{30} Either these views (and the currents they represent) must be included, in which case the inability of the definition to identify the differentiating features of anarchism is revealed, or else they must be excluded, in which case the necessity—and implicit application—of additional definitional criteria is made clear. Since they are always excluded, and since there are no grounds for excluding them, the fallacy of this definition is obvious.

Significantly, the scholarship that defined anarchism as anti-statism—which originated in the early 1900s—was a response to the emergence of a self-defined anarchist movement that “initially appeared to contemporaries to be a new phenomenon,” and a “general awareness of an ‘anarchist’ position” dates to the late 1870s.\textsuperscript{31} It was this new movement itself, moreover, that began to promulgate the myth of an ancient anarchist tradition in the 1890s. Understood in context, the basically propagandistic function of this mythologizing is revealed as an obvious attempt to drape an embattled current in the clothes of venerable lineage while simultaneously providing an important impetus for vague or loose definitions of anarchism. But just as nationalist myths do not provide reliable guides to national history, the same is true of anarchist myths in relation to anarchist history.

The “new phenomenon” of anarchism emerged within the First International—that is, within a key sector of the rising socialist and working class milieu of the mid- to late 1800s. Even anarchist mythology concedes that anarchism originated as an organized movement in this context. It is reasonable, accordingly, to define anarchism in terms of the ideas of this movement, and, more narrowly, to understand its essential positions through the arguments of its foremost figures: Bakunin and Kropotkin. It was through debates


\textsuperscript{29} Marx and Engels, \textit{The Communist Manifesto}, 40, 55–56.


\textsuperscript{31} Fleming, \textit{The Anarchist Way to Socialism}, 16.
and struggles within the First International that anarchism was first constituted as a distinct current and that syndicalism was developed as part of the anarchist repertoire. The public personas of Marx and Engels stressed the “scientific” character of their thought; indeed, it was on precisely this basis that they distinguished themselves from the utopian socialists. However, their activities within the First International—first against the Proudhonists, then the Blanquists, then the Bakuninists—demonstrated very clearly that actual Marxist political work involved a great deal of emphasis on agency and choice. In the lead up to The Hague Congress of 1872, the Marxists actively campaigned on behalf of their own positions in various ways, seeking to expel Bakunin from, and impose their program within, the International.

None of this campaigning was necessary if impersonal historical processes built into the capitalist mode of production ensured the ultimate identity of Marxism, socialism, and the proletarian movement. That Marxist victory was by no means foreordained, and that anarchism was a rival current of great historical importance, was clearly demonstrated by two subsequent developments. First, Marx and Engels suffered a crushing defeat in 1872 when The Hague Congress was repudiated by almost every section of the International at the subsequent anarchist-led St. Imier Congress;32 and second, anarchists steamed ahead to become by the early 1900s the “dominant element in the self-consciously internationalist radical Left,” the main vehicle of global opposition to industrial capitalism, autocracy, latifundism, and imperialism,” an immense “gravitational force.”33 This influence extended outside the West into much of the colonial and postcolonial world, at least in the 1920s, where Marxism was of little consequence prior to Lenin.

The anarchist tradition involves ideological and organizational continuity with the anarchists of the First International—that is, the first anarchists—and in this way may be said to have clear boundaries. On this view, the “fundamental” texts of anarchism are the anarchist writings of Mikhail Bakunin and Peter Kropotkin, insofar as these form the roots from which the trunk, branches, twigs and foliage of the anarchist tradition arise. It follows, accordingly, that many bodies of thought that are sometimes labeled “anarchist” in both anarchist mythology and scholarly work do not actually belong to this tradition.

These include Godwinite utilitarianism, Stirnerite individualism, Proudhonist mutualism, Tolstoyan Christianity, and anti-industrial “primitivism.”

While there is no question that Proudhonist mutualism helped nourish anarchism’s roots—as did Marxism—anarchism itself was a “Proudhonism ... greatly developed and taken to its ultimate conclusion.” Proudhonist mutualism argued, essentially, that the development of a non-capitalist sector of independent artisans, farmers, cooperatives, and non-profit banks would facilitate a peaceful transition to socialism (or, more precisely, to a form of what would nowadays be called market socialism). Bakunin insisted this was “impossible” since the mass of the people had already been expropriated by “monopoly capital” and “vast landed property” and so could scarcely hope to establish enterprises that could survive, let alone displace, the “all-powerful competition” of the “despotic, oligarchic monopoly” of big business and the banks.

As with Marxism, there is some room for debate on what constitutes the “fundamental” texts of Bakunin and Kropotkin as well and which parts of those texts should be viewed as essential. In various works, I have drawn special attention to anarchism’s class-centered analysis of society. In its most sophisticated form, this analysis eschews economism and understands class in terms of interdependent relations of domination and production, partly embodied in the state, that help generate and reinforce a series of oppressive social and economic inequalities among people without always being their primary causes. It also understands the transition from class society to socialism in terms of the rapid replacement of those institutions which foster social and economic inequality (e.g., class, state, and capital) with generalized collectivization and coordinated self-management of the means of administration, coercion, and production. This transition is not inscribed in the trajectory of specific social

36 M. Bakunin, “Statism and Anarchy” [1873], in *Bakunin on Anarchy*, 345.
formations but is fundamentally a potential outcome that depends upon adequate levels of prefigurative class-based self-organization, conscientization, and revolutionary class struggle.

Understood in this way, the anarchist tradition is characterized simultaneously by an analytical-scientific dimension, a political-activist dimension, and, quite explicitly, a moral-ethical dimension centered on a commitment to the complete freedom of the individual through the creation of cooperative, democratic, and egalitarian relations. Like Marxism, anarchism involves a coherent set of ideas; much of its apparent incoherence is an intellectual artefact of vague definitions that seek to encompass a wide range of mutually contradictory ideas, movements and thinkers.

This is not to say that there are no divisions within anarchism. One such division is between two main strategic currents—viz., “insurrectionist” anarchism (which views reforms as illusory, considers movements like unions as reformist and authoritarian, and emphasizes propaganda by the deed as means of provoking a spontaneous revolutionary upsurge) and “mass” anarchism (which stresses the piecemeal building up of mass movements, typically through struggles around immediate issues and reforms, with anarchists participating in such movements to radicalize them and transform them into levers of revolutionary change). Syndicalism—a radical trade union model that envisages bottom-up unions that educate and mobilize workers for immediate gains in the present and workplace take-overs in the future—is an application of mass anarchism.

**Not All “Marxisms” and “Anarchisms” are Equal**

Although Marxism and anarchism have “identical preoccupations” and are, in fact, “very close” in many respects, there are important differences in their analyses and underlying premises that lead to very “different conclusions.”

Daniel Guérin captured this situation with his usual lucidity, describing the relationship between anarchist and Marxist as that of “brother and enemy.” The division, in other words, is situated within the broader working class, socialist family; both traditions were born in the nineteenth century as part of the great rise of the modern working class, and both traditions “at the start, drank at the same proletarian spring.” But despite their common background, their
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41 Guérin,”Marxism and Anarchism,” 119.
entanglements and similarities, the two traditions have grown apart in theory as well as in practice.

Just as the Marxist “tree” includes councilist Marxist branches and classical Marxist branches, so the anarchist tree includes insurrectionist branches and mass anarchist branches. And just as classical Marxism is a far larger and stronger branch of the Marxist tree than councilist Marxism, so, too, is mass anarchist a far larger and stronger branch of the anarchist tree than the insurrectionist branch. In short, although there are many “Marxisms” and many “anarchisms,” they are not all of equal importance. Historically, the dominant current in Marxism—which includes the majority of individual Marxists, organized Marxist movements, and Marxist writings—has been classical Marxism, the major themes of which are capturing state power, revolutionary dictatorship, the nationalization of means of production, centralized state planning, and the forcible suppression of counter-revolutionary forces. By contrast, the historically dominant current in anarchism—which includes the majority of individual anarchists, organized anarchist movements, and anarchist writings—has been mass anarchism, including syndicalism. There is some debate over the key figures of the canon of mass anarchism beyond Bakunin and Kropotkin, but it should certainly include Piotr Arshinov, Jaime Balius, Kötoku Shūsui, Li Pei Kan (Ba Jin), Liu Sifu (Shifu), Errico Malatesta, Ricardo Flores Magón, Nestor Ivanovich Makhno, Lucy Parsons, Rudolph Rocker, and Shin Ch’ae-ho.

Unsurprisingly, the anarchist critique of Marxism has been historically directed at classical Marxism, which, by any reasonable measure, has been the dominant strand running from Marx and Engels, via figures like Kautsky, to Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin, Mao, Ché Guevara, Ho Chi Minh, Samora Machel, Joe Slovo, etc. This is the Marxism that created Marxist states, the Marxism that shaped the twentieth century. Within itself, this Marxism bears the same tensions between structure and agency, determinism and openness, “scientific” and “critical” Marxism, that exist in the Marxist tradition as a whole.

What the anarchists engaged was the main historical lineage of actually-existing Marxism and what it represented; there is no obvious reason to question whether this tradition constitutes the “real” Marxist tradition, let alone to subordinate it to minor branches on the Marxist tree. If the anarchists did not engage “real” Marxism in their critiques, then neither did most Marxists. Those concepts indelibly associated with the history of Marxism, no less than the consistently repressive character of Marxist regimes, are a consequence of the Marxist tradition itself and cannot be explained away by reference to misreading and other contingent factors. As such, this chapter will not engage with every possible permutation of Marxism, but only with the mainstream
of the Marxist tradition. To the extent that other Marxisms share, on the one hand, core analytical features of classical Marxism (e.g., historical materialism, a teleological and stageist theory of history, an economistic understanding of historical stages and classes, etc.) or, on the other hand, the program of classical Marxism (e.g., the revolutionary party, the workers state, nationalization, centralized state planning, etc.) the following also applies to those variants.

**Historical Materialism, States and Classes**

The public Marx, stressing the “scientific” character of his theory, presented the “social world as imposing itself on persons, rather than being a fluid medium open to human intervention,” with capitalism the latest “stage in a social evolution destined to give rise to another, higher society—socialism.” Since that inevitable transition involved a (Marxist) political party taking state power, this effectively entailed the inevitable victory, due to the very motion of history, of the Marxist program. In practice, of course, Marx acted in ways that belied this confident projection—for example, fighting against rival left currents, as in his failed effort to expel Bakunin from the First International in 1872—but this deterministic and teleological analysis was central to his polemics against anarchists, utopian socialists, and others.

Within this model, Marx viewed history as a series of successive stages, each characterized by a dominant mode of production, that evolves through a contradiction between relations and forces of production. Relations and forces of production provide the economic base from which a superstructure of culture, law, philosophy, and politics—including the state—arise in accordance with the needs of the base and in support of its reproduction. The relations of production, in class-based modes, are relations between owners and non-owners of the means of production. In this model, “All moral theories are the *product*, in the last analysis, of the *economic stage* which society reached at that particular epoch.” The continual expansion of the forces of production was initially assisted, but then contradicted, by extant relations of production. This initiates

43 Although Marxist narratives present Marx as victorious, the fateful 1872 congress of the International was repudiated by almost every section, Bakunin was vindicated by the reconstituted International, and Marx was left with a small rump based in New York that soon withered and died.
a revolutionary shift to a new mode, the features of which emerge within the old mode; each new mode has its own specific combination of distinctive relations and forces of production, and in each case, the “changes in the economic foundation lead sooner or later to the transformation of the whole immense superstructure.”

Despite subsequent qualifications—notably Engels’ statement that the base was only the “ultimate explanation” of the superstructure, the site of “final causes” only in the “last analysis”—the production-centered, economy-centered model remained fundamentally unchanged. Classes were relations of production based on ownership; phases of history were characterized by dominant modes of production; contradictions existed between forces and relations of production as well as within relations of production themselves; the state was the instrument of the economically dominant class, etc. Stating that the base is only determinant in the “final analysis” allows space for autonomy in the superstructure, but still asserts, rather than demonstrates, that the base is the “ultimate explanation,” rather than just one sphere of central causes, the primacy of which is historically contingent. It does not seriously consider that the so-called superstructure can have fundamental and independent effects on the base, arising from irreducible and distinctive dynamics located outside of the base.

Although a minority of anarchists and syndicalists embraced Marx’s and Engels’ materialist conception of history almost uncritically, often in its crudest forms, Bakunin and Kropotkin specifically rejected core elements of this approach. Their criticisms did not question whether economic factors were important (they are evidently central to most situations); rather, they proceeded from the notion that the relative importance of economic factors in a given situation needed to be established, rather than their primacy assumed. This entails many of the critiques of economic determinism indicated in the preceding paragraph, albeit situated in an alternative class-centred but non-reductionist social theory that emphasizes contingency, agency and multiple sites of inequality.

Although Bakunin famously declared himself a “materialist,” he evidently understood this different from Marx, as he insisted that Marx’s theory ignored “other factors in history, such as the ever-present reaction of political, juridical
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46 Ibid.
47 See, for example, W.D. Haywood and F. Bohm, *Industrial Socialism* (Chicago: Charles H. Kerr, 1911), 56.
48 M. Bakunin, “God and the State” [1871], in *Bakunin on Anarchy*, 236, 238.
and religious institutions on the economic situation.”\textsuperscript{49} These “factors” and “institutions” continually had real and independent effects, including upon the base. For example, political cultures played an important role, “even apart from and independent of the economic conditions in each country,” in shaping the “temperament” and “particular character” of peoples and affected by the “intensity of the spirit of revolt.”\textsuperscript{50} Such “factors” and “institutions” need not be reducible to, or even arise from, any economic basis and, moreover, their operations cannot be assumed as a function of economic development.

To elaborate on this point: what Marxism calls bourgeois-democratic revolutions against feudalism can be explained, fairly easily, in Marx’s and Engels’ historical material framework. Because the bourgeoisie arose from within a new, expanding mode of production, so did the corresponding capitalist state, the “dictatorship of the bourgeoisie,” enable it to explode the feudal mode. But what classical Marxism calls proletarian-socialist revolutions scarcely fit: the proletariat has neither means of production, nor is it based in a new mode. Therefore, the proletarian-dictatorial state reflects nothing immanent; rather, it \textit{creates} the new socialist mode of production via expropriation, state planning, and the military defense of these processes.

According to Bakunin, the state has its own irreducible dynamics and characteristics. It was, firstly, a highly centralized institution of coercion and administration that necessarily concentrated power in the hands of a small state elite:\textsuperscript{51} A strong state could have “only one solid foundation: military and bureaucratic centralization.”\textsuperscript{52} It is precisely the centralized, hierarchical structure of the state that renders it impervious to majoritarian control; by its very nature, the state is a form of governance by minorities. If the whole population could “stand at the head of the government,” then there would be “no government, no state, but, if there is to be a state there will be those who are ruled and those that are slaves.”\textsuperscript{53}

Secondly, the need for a “solid foundation” in (“bureaucratic”) administrative and (“military”) coercive centralization is deeply embedded in the competitive dynamics of the interstate system, which imposes upon every state—including nominally socialist ones—an iron logic of competing for control over territories and populations that parallels (but clearly precedes) the competitive logic of capitalism. This geopolitical rivalry, Bakunin insisted, impels states “to

\textsuperscript{50} Ibid., 282–283.
\textsuperscript{51} Ibid., 281; Bakunin,”Statism and Anarchy,” 330.
\textsuperscript{52} Ibid., 337.
\textsuperscript{53} Ibid., 330.
exist not on paper but in fact, and not at the mercy of neighboring states but independently,” including by being “invasive, aggressive, conquering.”

This situation implies, thirdly, that the state wields administrative and coercive resources that give it both irreducible sources of power, as well as intrinsic imperatives, independently of the demands of economically powerful groups. Although the optimal development of the forces of production benefits state elites, the state itself is not an agent of such groups and can and does act contrary to their interests, including in ways that are economically damaging. For anarchists, the Marxist claim that the state is a body of armed men defending class rule is, essentially, correct, but the Marxist explanation for this situation is not. The state is no mere instrument or executive committee of the capitalists, since it has its own irreducible sources of power and internal dynamics, its own drive for sovereignty (“to exist not on paper but in fact ... independently”), and control over its own territory and people (“an invasive, aggressive, conquering state”).

This explains both the state’s support of capitalists as well as its simultaneous autonomy from them. Although states both ancient and modern have deliberately promoted economic development, this is the result of a convergence between the interests of state elites and economic elites. The modern state aids capitalists, for example, not because it is their tool but because it shares their interest in maintaining revenue streams and elite control. Strong modern states need strong economies to fund, through mechanisms such as taxation, the administrative and coercive apparatus, while capitalists need strong states that can provide the administrative and coercive resources that enable capital accumulation.

In the modern period, Kropotkin writes, “State ... and capitalism are inseparable concepts” that are “bound together ... by the bond of cause and effect, effect and cause.” In most forms of modern society, these two “concepts” have corresponded directly to a division between two spheres—government and economy—but it was possible to envisage their coming together in the form of a “centralized state-capitalism” in which the state is “the only banker, capitalist, organizer, and director of all national labor, and the distributor of its products.” Where, then, does this leave the concept of class? Bakunin’s (and, to a lesser extent, Kropotkin’s) views have often been construed as part of the
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“new class” tradition, which argues that intellectuals, managers and experts—not the working class—would take power in post-capitalist societies, their rule premised on a “monopoly of knowledge.” Bakunin did indeed argue that the classical Marxist “dictatorship of the proletariat” would be a dictatorship over the proletariat, headed by a “new privileged political-scientific class” comprised of “state engineers.” There would be a state, and this state would involve “an extremely complex government” that “administer[s] and govern[es] the masses politically” as well as “economically.” Such a state requires rule by experts, “a new class, a new hierarchy of real and counterfeit scientists and scholars.”

But a closer examination of these texts reveals a more complex picture. The “new class” is a “political” as well as a “scientific” class. Although it is “a minority ruling in the name of knowledge” with heads “overflowing with brains,” this is primarily an ideological justification for its rule; its power does not arise from expertise and science, since many of its members are “counterfeit.” Indeed, rather than running on scientific lines, the new system provides privileges and opportunities for the “shrewd” and “mercenary-minded,” including “a vast field for lucrative, underhanded dealings.”

Bakunin was clear that the real basis of the “new class” in the “dictatorship of the proletariat” lay in its control over the “production and division of wealth,” including farming, finance, and manufacturing, as well as “considerable armed force” deployed both at home and abroad. He also stressed the essential continuity between this system and earlier class systems: behind its rhetoric lay the “true despotic and brutal nature of all states, regardless of their form of government.” The new system is “completely identical” to modern states like Prussia; its reliance on “armed force” in its “home affairs” is the “the last argument of all threatened political leaders against the masses,” whose interests necessarily clashed with those of the elite.

The “dictatorship of the proletariat” was not even a new system, strictly speaking, but a variety of capitalism which Kropotkin termed “centralized state-capitalism.” Under such a system, Bakunin says, the state is “the only
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banker, capitalist, organizer, and director of all national labor, and the distributor of its products, and “regimented workingmen and women will sleep, wake, work, and live to the beat of a drum.” This kind of state could never wither away, since, rather than progressively abolishing classes, it would instead comprise a central pillar of minority class rule, a dictatorship over the proletariat and peasantry.

Bakunin’s discussion of postcolonial states, although less well-known than his predictions about the class character of the systems classical Marxists sought to establish, is also instructive. Speaking of Serbia—which, at the time, had recently gained independence from Turkey—Bakunin insisted that new ruling groups can emerge through the state itself even without taking direct control of the means of production. In the wake of independence there were “no nobles, no big landowners, no industrialists, and no very wealthy merchants.” The educated young patriots who occupied the new state quickly became a “new bureaucratic aristocracy” driven by the “iron logic” of their position into becoming “cynical bureaucratic martinets” and enemies of the people. It is clear from this analysis that it is control of those core resources centralized in the state—the means of coercion and administration—that provided the basis for the “bureaucratic aristocracy” to emerge, and, further, that their position at the head of the state forced them (with “iron logic”) into class conflict with the popular classes they dominated and exploited.

What general principles can be extracted from this discussion regarding the anarchist analysis of class and state? First, it is important to note that anarchists do not actually mean precisely the same thing as the Marxists when they invoke the concept of “class.” For Bakunin, the class system was not defined simply in economic terms—that is, in terms of relations of production—but also had to be understood in terms of relations of domination; not just in terms of inequitable ownership of the means of production, but also in terms of ownership of the means of coercion (the capacity to physically enforce decisions) and of administration (the instruments that govern society). It is only possible to understand the anarchist claim that a state must (with “iron logic”) generate a new ruling class, and that state managers are themselves part of
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a ruling class and not mere servants of a ruling class external to the state, by recognizing that class is envisaged here in relation to ownership or control of one or more of the aforementioned core resources. A ruling class is not just an economically dominant class; indeed, members have no direct relation at all to the means of production.

Under classical capitalism, these two axes of class power can be fairly closely mapped onto two distinct organizations that centralize resources into the hands of economic and political elites—viz., the corporation (which wields the means of production) and the state (which wields the means of administration and coercion). In such a situation, the ruling class comprises both the private capitalists and landlords as well as the state managers, including the state bureaucracy and the judicial, police, and military forces, respectively. Although the two main sectors require each other insofar as they have convergent interests, they also have substantial autonomy from each other on the basis of independent power resources. (This is a simplified model, of course, since even in classical capitalism the picture is complicated by the existence of, for example, state capitalist corporations alongside private ones.)

Bakunin made it clear that although the capitalists, whether state or private, are part of the ruling class, they are not necessarily always the dominant part. Bakunin instead sketched out at least three modern variant forms of the classical capitalism schema outlined above: state-capitalism, where the capitalists and the state managers are fused into a single state apparatus; underdeveloped postcolonial capitalism, where the state itself is a source of accumulation but accumulates through taxation, corruption, and nepotism rather than capitalist exploitation; and semi-industrial capitalism, where, alongside the capitalists and state managers, a third ruling class sector exist comprised of landlords who exploit peasants through rents and levies.

The deeper point that should not be lost is that class is partly about relations of production and partly about relations of domination and neither is simply the consequence of the other. These relations are intertwined, although distinct. Private ownership of the means of production can only be used for exploitation if buttressed by relations of domination, whereas monopoly of the means of coercion and administration requires the financing provided by economic exploitation. The state apparatus provides the state managers with an independent resource base that enables their empowerment and enrichment. Economic power allows individuals access to state power, but state power allows individuals access to economic power as well. And, while the political and economic elites wield different resources, their interests are convergent and mutually reinforcing but not identical. For example, wars may arise from geopolitical rather than economic considerations and lead both to interruptions in
production as well as the appropriation through taxation of a greater proportion of the proceeds of exploitation, each of which is to the immediate detriment of the economic elite. Given the rejection of economic determinism and the proposition that the state has its own irreducible dynamics, neither the primacy of relations of production over relations of domination nor—where these groups are distinct—of economic elites over political elites can be established.

**Stages, Teleology, and Transitions**

The anarchists were not just skeptical of the analytical apparatus of historical materialism but also of the model of historical progress—specifically, the vision of a natural arc to history—with which it is closely associated. For Kropotkin, this model is infused with Hegelian “metaphysical fictions” that imbue history with a unified logic, progressive character, and definite end goal.69 These “metaphysical formulae” had no rational or scientific basis, lacked basic proofs, and ignored “social life ... [which is] incomparably more complicated, and incomparably more interesting for practical purposes.”70 It was certainly possible, Kropotkin argued, to develop a single overarching theory of society, but for him this involved the “natural-scientific method, the method of induction and deduction” rather than “metaphysics.”71

Bakunin argued that the Marxist model of a progressive history working towards set goals required serious misreading of actual history. The vision of economic progress spelled out in this model was demonstrably inaccurate. Not only are there intellectual, cultural, political, and other factors that have independent effects on the course of events, that many of these effects are economically retrogressive. As an example, Bakunin cited the negative impact of wars and fanaticism on learning in the ancient world, including the destruction of the Library of Alexandria in Egypt.72 The Marxist model rests, accordingly, on a conflation of what did happen with what had to happen, and—since history was viewed as essentially progressive—a tendency to conflate what had to happen with what should happen. However, much of what did happen was contingent rather than inevitable, arising from complicated multi-causal social processes. Moreover, it was often not progressive when
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considered in terms of the expansion of forces of production, reason, morality, freedom, peace, or any other reasonable measure. History does not always move forward; it often moves backwards or sideways as well. And since there is no single path, there are no by-ways or cul-de-sacs.

With regard to ethics and political strategy, Bakunin also argued that treating essentially contingent events as desirable because they supposedly confirmed a (non-existent) grand arc of history was problematic. The “necessity of dying when one is bitten by a mad dog” is real, but the desirability of the death is questionable and its contribution to progress dubious. Although many events in history appear in retrospect to be unavoidable, they must still be condemned “with all the energy of which we are capable in the interest of our social and individual morality.”73

According to Bakunin, Marx’s view of history led him to politically questionable judgments on current affairs. Since Marx believed that the “modern, military, bureaucratic state”—no less than capitalism—aided the “slow, but always progressive” movement of history, he was compelled to view the “triumph of the centralized, despotic state” over feudal peasant uprisings as a possibly tragic but certainly “essential condition for the coming Social Revolution.”74

The same logic lent itself to a conditional support for imperialism. Although Bakunin does not seem to have alluded to Marx’s controversial writings on British rule in India or the United States’ annexation of California, he certainly recalled his debates with Marx and Engels in the 1840s, at which time he was a radical pan-Slavist fighting for decolonization in Eastern Europe. Marx and Engels had specifically opposed a range of independence movements as futile and regressive struggles by “non-historic” peoples who required, instead, the civilizing influences of Germanic rule.75 It is true that Bakunin did not resist the obvious temptation to label Marx a German nationalist and a bigot. However, this cheap shot should not obscure Bakunin’s core argument. Unlike many nationalist and “postcolonial” theorists who read Marx’s and Engels’ positions on colonialism as examples of a universally shared, “Orientalist” and racist European outlook, Bakunin understood that their positions were very much the products of their own very specific theoretical model.
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Marx and Engels supported (or opposed) specific developments on the basis of whether they advanced the prospects for a universal socialist revolution. Since the very bridge to socialism lay in the progress of capitalism and the associated rise of the working class movement, whatever advanced capitalist development for all of humanity was to be welcomed. It was this logic, rather than some monolithic “white” worldview, that led Marx and Engels to oppose independence for some European nationalities (e.g., the Czechs in 1848) yet support it for others (e.g., the Irish in 1870); to defend (Asian) Turkish rule over (European) Slavs (in 1855 and 1879); to support the Germans “thrashing” the French in 1870;76 and to dismiss the German peasant risings of 1525 as “achieving nothing.”77 Clearly neither race nor culture was the determining factor in these Marxist judgments. What mattered rather, was how these developments fit into the march of history. Bakunin, the anarchist, opposed the reasoning involved, the political conclusions drawn, and the moral positions taken; there were few horrors, he suggested, that could not be justified in the name of historical progress.

Classical Marxists never denied that peasants could play a revolutionary role or contribute to a “magnificent revolutionary effort.”78 They argued, rather, that exploited classes like slaves, serfs, and peasants were intrinsically unable to undertake the progressive reconstruction of the social order. They were fragmented by the conditions of production, being dispersed across vast territories in largely agrarian economies, isolated into small and autonomous production units like farms, and unified primarily by the coercion of the ruling classes. Very difficult to organize, their political horizons were narrow; they sought withdrawal into autarchic family farms and workshops, free of external impositions like taxes, tithes, and rents, rather than a cooperative and universal social order based on systematic technological advance. Indeed, not only were the rebellions of such classes unlikely to succeed, but their successes could easily damage the forces of production.

Peasants form a class, said Marx, only in the sense of having common “economic conditions of existence.” Because they have “merely a local interconnection,” they are “consequently incapable of enforcing their class interests in their own name.”79 Only under the leadership of other revolutionary classes—first,
the bourgeoisie, in the struggle against feudalism, and later, the proletariat, in the struggle against capitalism—can forces such as the peasantry play a revolutionary role. Lacking leadership from outside, it was inevitable that the peasant rebels of 1525 would achieve “nothing.”

The progressive role of capitalism, accordingly, has three main elements: first, capitalism uproots feudalism by means of bourgeois—democratic revolutions; second, it creates the only social force that is capable of abolishing the modern proletariat; and third, through its relentless development of the forces of production it creates the material basis for a society without want. The modern proletariat—centralized into large production units that required cooperation to operate, gathered in cities, deskillled, exploited, and oppressed—had both the capacity and the imperative to unite on a large scale and envisage and institute a radically different socialist future.

Meanwhile, Marx and Engels argued, the competitive drive of the capitalist mode of production developed the forces of production to the level required for an egalitarian post-scarcity society while simultaneously laying the foundations for the rational economic planning required. The revolutionary tasks of the proletarian state—the centralization of the means of production in state hands, the institution of a planned economy, and the defeat of counter-revolutionary forces—were facilitated by the evolution of capitalism into large oligopolies which themselves practice central planning and, in so doing, render capitalism and capitalists superfluous. This is the “abolition of capital as private property within the framework of the capitalist mode of production itself.” 80 Such a situation would, they insisted, enable an exploited class, for the first time, to take power and install a new, more advanced mode of production. As the capitalist class shrinks and the intermediate classes fall away; as the proletariat expands, its internal divisions decline and it advances from unions to the formation of a Communist Party, and from there to the seizure of state power. Since this outcome was essential and desirable, as claimed above, the development of the capitalist mode of production was historically necessary and progressive: whatever the crimes committed in its pursuit, it was “the unconscious tool of history in bringing about that revolution.” 81 This was not a prognosis with which the anarchists were comfortable.

Firstly, there was an important difference with the analysis of what Marxists called bourgeois-democratic revolutions. Kropotkin agreed with the argument that the rising bourgeoisie sought and secured major changes, such as

free markets and capitalist-run parliaments, through events like the French Revolution. But he insisted that the peasantry and the workers were independent agents in these struggles and radicalized by them. In the French case, their appropriation of Enlightenment ideas as well as the promises of the revolution impelled them to seek far more radical changes, including republicanism. Through direct action they implemented measures such as the massive redistribution of feudal estates, local universal suffrage, and tax reforms. These went far beyond the original bourgeois plan, which, sought to forge a compromise with feudalism, as in the case of the English Revolution. In other words, there was nothing intrinsically "democratic" about bourgeois revolutions, since the democratic elements came to a large extent from outside the bourgeoisie and worked against it, and the bourgeoisie responded with manipulation and repression wherever possible, including through alliances with feudal forces and subversion.

The anarchists also leveled a range of specific criticisms against Marx’s analysis of the dynamics of capitalism itself which also question the notion that capitalism builds a bridge to socialism. However, it is essential to stress here that there is no absolute break between anarchist and Marxist economic analyses, in the sense that the anarchist tradition critically appropriated Marx’s economic theory in order to develop its own insights into economics. Thus it is said that anarchism includes both “Proudhonian politics and Marxian economics.” The relationship between classical Marxism and the broad anarchist tradition in this regard was by no means as polarized as is sometimes assumed. The theory of exploitation through the wage system described by the anarchists was essentially identical to that of the Marxists. For example, Bakunin’s stated quibble with Marx's *Capital* was that it was written in a style quite incomprehensible to the average worker. He began a Russian translation of the book in the 1870s, having completed the first Russian translation of the *Communist Manifesto* in the 1860s. Kropotkin despised Marx, but his
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understanding of class struggle, exploitation, and capitalist crisis was deeply
influenced by Marxist economics. Malatesta, who complained that anar-
chism was too “impregnated with Marxism,” did not develop an alternative
economic analysis but instead implicitly used Marxist categories and models.
His comrade Carlo Cafiero published a summary of Marx’s *Capital*.

For Marx, capitalism’s dynamism in developing the forces of production
was a function of competition. Given the premise that the market price of
a commodity fundamentally corresponds to the socially necessary amount of
labor time required for its production, price competition required reductions
in labor time expended. This led to a continual restructuring of labor processes
as well the growing importance of machinery in production. Given that unpaid
labor time, or exploitation via the wage system, was the source of the surplus
value that underlies profits and was therefore the core fund for these invest-
ments, the continual decline in labor time expended tended to decrease the
rate of profit. Partly to compensate for this, capitalists invested in new sectors
where the rate of profit was initially higher but would eventually succumb to
the very same processes.

A further problem is the disparity between production and consumption.
Uncoordinated production by competing capital leads to more being pro-
duced than can be sold, which prevents the realization of the surplus value
embodied in the commodities. This was the problem of “overproduction.” Over
time, Marx argued, capitalism would undergo an ever-growing concentration
and centralization; this would lead to a situation of oligopoly, or even monop-
oly, in which central planning, including price-fixing, would both anticipate
the features of the new socialist system as well as signal the exhaustion of the
capitalist mode of production as the competitive drive faded. At this stage,
capitalism became an active brake on the further development of the forces
of production.

Kropotkin’s critique of this model involved a seemingly innocuous point
about prices. Marx’s price theory depended on a version of the labor theory
of value according to which prices were rooted in objective processes in the
sphere of production. Labor power—the capacity to work—was a commodity
sold for wages by the worker to the employer for a period of time. Although
its market value could fluctuate a bit, its cost was fundamentally set by the
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labor time required to produce the workers who embodied it. Neo-classical economic liberals, partly in response, articulated the theory of marginal utility, which stated that prices are entirely rooted in individual preferences under given market conditions—that is, in subjective processes in the sphere of circulation. Wage levels, as such, are set by individual actions in markets, and even the costs required to produce labour power reflect essentially subjective actions in prior markets for food, heat and the like.

Kropotkin did not deny the importance of labor time in shaping prices, nor did he discount the effect that market conditions could have on wage rates. But he stressed that wage rates were determined by a wide variety of other factors as well. For prices generally, “Many other factors come about in a capitalist society, so as to alter the simple relation that may have existed once between labour and exchange value.”92 These included government policies, the relative profitability of particular industries, and, last but not least, power relations, including the balance of forces between classes, the power of particular states in world markets, and popular action, including the ability of skilled and professional employees to establish skill monopolies93 and the pressure of unions and strikes, most effectively generated by a “great union of all possible trades.”94

Prices, then, were fundamentally affected by powerful organizations including states, monopolies, and cartels alongside those craft and industrial unions associated with the sectors of capital and labor. In other words, prices had less to do with exchange values based on socially necessary levels of labor time, or with use values arising from individual preferences, than with the “relative economic, military and social power held by the respective parties,” which “skew[s] the relative ‘value’ of commodities, or at least of the price that can be gotten for them.”95

Here it is important to note that Bakunin and Kropotkin consistently described capitalism as a system centred on large monopolies, oligopolies and cartels.96 Far from being outcomes of a dynamic capitalism in which large firms consume smaller rivals, the highly centralized structure of capital arose from state actions like enclosures, privatization licenses, and subsidies made “in favor of capitalists at home, and still more in conquered lands, such as

Egypt, Tonkin, the Transvaal, and so on." As Kropotkin explicitly states, this means there was never a period of free markets in capitalism, since such state interventions have always been the norm.

Although the anarchists agreed with the Marxists that capitalism was wracked with periodic crises of overproduction leading to unemployment and depressed wages, they nonetheless argued that there were two important counter-tendencies. First, large monopolies, oligopolies, and cartels not only shaped prices but were also able to “constantly reduce the output by restraining production,” both deliberately and indirectly. Second, as Kropotkin contended, capitalism entailed systematic underproduction insofar as it continually created obstacles to creativity and productivity through alienating work, low wages, unequal and ineffective education, damaged health, and low morale. This exemplified the basically wasteful nature of the system: people, equipment, and raw materials lay idle despite pressing social needs, while the forces of production that were used were more often than not used inefficiently. Taken together, these points suggest that capitalism is based on an unjust and inefficient distribution as well as distorted production geared primarily to producing for profit, war, and the luxury and power of ruling minorities.

This has enormous implications for the analysis of capitalism. If, on the one hand, the law of value under capitalism is systematically deformed by power relations, and, on the other, capitalism is characterized by monopolies and oligopolies throughout its existence and not just towards the end of its epoch, then neither price competition nor the relentless expansion of forces of production are central features of capitalism, which instead relies on restricted and distorted development. This strongly undermines the classical Marxist notion of capitalism as a progressive mode of production that lays the foundation for a transition to socialism. The anarchists also gainsaid the Marxist claim that the rise of large companies would involve the inevitable eclipse of small firms. Small and medium-sized firms continue to exist in capitalism and are even expanding in numbers, often as contractors to the big firms. Not receiving the same privileges from the state as the giant companies that dominate

markets, the small firms are based on ruthless “sweating” and act as a “counterweight” on wage gains in the “larger industries.” In short, these firms are not an alternative to the big firms but their complements. The history of capitalism, accordingly, was not about an evolution from competitive to monopoly capitalism, since the system has always been supported by the state as well as smaller proxies and, to this extent, has always been monopolistic.

Agency, States and Strategy

These larger analytical issues play a critical role in the formulation of both classical Marxist and anarchist strategies and tactics. Both traditions are fundamentally concerned with changing the world, and both link their larger theories, whether implicitly or explicitly, to their projects for change. This dimension in Marxism is well-known: “The philosophers have only interpreted the world in various ways; the point is to change it.” For anarchism it is less often recognized, partly because many discussions of the its relationship to Marxism have focused on strategic differences, ignoring the larger theoretical issues in which these differences are embedded, or else are simply abysmally ignorant about anarchism.

The relationship between the theoretical and the strategic dimensions is complex in both traditions. Despite their theoretical stress on the inevitability of socialism, for example, classical Marxists have never been content to simply await its coming. On the contrary, they have repeatedly stressed the importance of constructing revolutionary political parties armed with the correct strategy and tactics as a necessary condition for the conquest of state power. Arguing against Bakunin, for example, Marx insisted that “the proletariat can only act as a class by turning itself into a political party” that must aim at the “conquest of state power” and create a “proletarian dictatorship” based upon “centralization” and “force.” With Engels, he stressed that this state would

nationalize the economy and employ labor.108 For Kautsky, similarly, “the social revolution for which the proletariat strives cannot be realized until it shall have captured political power,” and this requires a “great organized party.”109

Lenin insisted that a Marxist is one “who extends the recognition of the class struggle to the recognition of the dictatorship of the proletariat,” and this requires “centralized organization of force, of violence,” and “undivided power.”110 For Stalin, similarly, “our party ... does not share and cannot share the guidance of the state with any other party,” and “[t]his is what we call the dictatorship of the proletariat.”111 Mao, too, asserted that he who refuses to recognize that the “leadership of the Communist Party and the state power of the people's dictatorship” are necessary for revolutionary change “is no communist.”112 There is an obvious and real continuity between these conceptions in the classical Marxist tradition. Indeed, a substantial body of work warns against attempts to set up neat breaks between, for example, Marx and Engels,113 Kautsky and Lenin,114 or, for that, matter, Trotsky and Stalin.115 This does not mean there was no change and innovation over time, but it does signal that one-party Marxist-Leninist states cannot be dismissed as a “Stalinist” deviation from “real” Marxism, as they are the only historic examples of revolutionary Marxist states in history and the reference point for the vast majority of Marxists in the twentieth century.

Long before his exile, Trotsky insisted that the Bolshevik party had “the final word in all fundamental questions,” that the regime was built
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on “the unquestioned authority of the party, and the faultlessness of its discipline,”\textsuperscript{116} and that the party was “entitled to assert its dictatorship even if that dictatorship temporarily clashed with the passing moods of the workers’ democracy.”\textsuperscript{117} Many years later he continued to defend the “revolutionary dictatorship of a proletarian party,” rather than of the whole proletariat, as an “objective necessity”\textsuperscript{118} and to insist that the Soviet Union was “transitional” to socialism, marked by major “social conquests” and revolutionary social relations.\textsuperscript{119}

These continuities, including statist and party-centered conceptions of change, were integral to classical Marxism. But this model of transition, Bakunin noted, gestured at an unremarked anomaly in Marxist thinking—viz., that Marx’s insistence that socialist transition entails a revolutionary state expropriating and suppressing the capitalist owners of the means of production fits uneasily within his own materialist model. Marx claimed that states were part of the superstructure, a \textit{reflection} of the base, yet his strategy hinged on using the superstructure to \textit{change} the base by revolutionizing the relations of production—in which case the state is not simply a reflection of the base after all.\textsuperscript{120}

For Bakunin and Kropotkin, as we have noted, states are institutions through which ruling class minorities maintain their power and, for this reason, are necessarily centralized. This, coupled with the fact that states have irreducible elitist dynamics of its own, implies that they are incapable of undoing class-based social relations. As a hierarchical system of territorial rule that \textit{necessarily} concentrates power in the hands of a few and defends class system in the interests of capitalists, landlords, \textit{and} state managers, a revolutionary state would simply create a new elite: “All States rule, all governments being by their very nature placed outside the people, must necessarily seek to subject it to customs and purposes entirely foreign to it.”\textsuperscript{121}

Rejecting the notion of a democratic “workers state” as impossible, the anarchists instead advocated for a revolution involving the abolition of corporations,
landlordism, and states, with the oppressed classes “organized from below upwards by means” of their “own autonomous and completely free associations, without the supervision of any guardians.”\textsuperscript{122} In such a situation, the means of administration, coercion, and production would be placed under the common ownership and democratic coordination of the oppressed classes themselves. Given that class divisions entail monopolies of the foregoing, class would be abolished in such a system, and the dynamics of capitalist rivalry and state geopolitical conflict would disappear. It was essential, said Kropotkin, to “attack the central power, to strip it of its prerogatives, to decentralize, to dissolve authority ... [through] a truly popular revolution.”\textsuperscript{123} If the whole proletariat was actually elevated to “stand at the head of the government,” Bakunin argued, there would be “no government, no state.”\textsuperscript{124} Either the Marxist “dictatorship of the proletariat” meant rule by a minority, in which case it was unacceptable as a revolutionary project, or else it meant generalized popular power, in which case the Marxist promise that it would later wither away made no sense.\textsuperscript{125} A system in which the masses govern directly, with direct control over the means of administration, coercion and production, is necessarily a system without a state.

Given the anarchist analysis of class and state, any revolution that seeks to use the state will inevitably serve to maintain an institution antithetical to the logic of participatory democracy and self-management. To retain the state is to retain a class-based system that excludes the majority from governance.\textsuperscript{126} The classical Marxist approach, which effectively merges the state with the corporations and landlords through a program of nationalization and centralized planning, entails a “revolution by decrees” that will “only perpetuate that which they were supposed to destroy”\textsuperscript{127}—i.e., the domination and exploitation of the popular classes by a minority class. The sincerity of the revolutionaries was not at issue; rather, the very use of the state machine imposed an “iron logic” that made state managers “enemies of the people.”\textsuperscript{128} Activists do not change the state; the state changes them. As Bakunin once commented:
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“Take the most sincere democrat and put him on the throne; if he does not step down promptly, he will surely become a scoundrel.”

Marxists have traditionally offered three primary justifications for the revolutionary state—viz., expropriation of the capitalists, economic coordination, and military defense of the revolution. The anarchist model of change, by contrast, centered on the construction of “social and economic equality” which was “established in the world by the spontaneous organization of labor and the collective ownership of property by freely organized producers’ associations, and by the equally spontaneous federation of communes, to replace the domineering paternalistic State” from the bottom up. The State, Kropotkin insisted, “having been the force to which the minorities resorted for establishing and organizing their power over the masses, cannot be the force which will serve to destroy those privileges.”

Both insurrectionist and mass anarchism advocated building a popular movement based on counter-power (i.e., popular organizations that could resist, and eventually supplant, the ruling class) and counter-culture (i.e., a counter-hegemonic worldview). This movement would prefigure the new society; it would also seek to generate a radical rupture within the current social order rather than a gradual transition, since only through this revolution from below could the ruling class be cast down, and classes, states and oppression more generally be abolished. For the mass anarchists, this project required a slow, patient project of mass organization and education, not least through struggles for immediate reforms and the accumulation of capacity over time. Syndicalism featured centrally in the armory of mass anarchism. Bakunin, for example, argued for a revolutionary unionism that could “erect upon the ruins of the old world the free federation of workers’ associations,” sowing “the living seeds of the new society which is to replace the old world” and giving rise to a “serious international organization of workers’ associations of all lands capable of replacing this departing world of states.” For Kropotkin, it was essential to build up workers’ resistance, solidarity, and consciousness in the unions with the ultimate goal of creating a “vast workers’ organization” to
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pursue the “goal of the revolution ... expropriation of the holders of society's wealth”—doing so if necessary "over the corpse of the bourgeoisie."135

For anarchists, neither states nor statist political parties will change society. The movement for change has to contain within itself core values that anticipate the form and content of the society that it seeks to create—for example, class consciousness, solidarity, opposition to oppression, internal democracy, self-management, and self-activity. For Bakunin, the logic of the state was top-down, authoritarian, and stifling; the state itself was “a vast slaughterhouse or enormous cemetery, where all the real aspirations, all the living forces of a country enter generously and happily” but are ultimately “slain and buried”.136 The fact that means shape ends explains why a statist project centred on political parties cannot really rid society of its current class-ridden and hierarchical character.

For Kropotkin it was essential to identify the ultimate aims and then to “specify a proposed course of action in conformity with the end.” Political parties aiming at state power reflected neither the means nor the ends “[anarchists] are working for.”137 The revolution had to be “a widespread popular movement” in which the masses in “every town and village ... take upon themselves the task of rebuilding society” through associations founded on democratic and anti-hierarchical principles.138 Looking to political leaders or the state itself for freedom is simply preparing the ground for the rise of a ruling class. “Free workers require a free organization,” one that is based on “free agreement and free cooperation, without sacrificing the autonomy of the individual to the all-pervading influence of a state.”139

While opposing all such statist projects, reformist and revolutionary alike, the anarchists were deeply troubled by the Marxist tendency to substitute the revolutionary party for the proletariat. Bakunin predicted that, in the event of capturing state power, “Mr. Marx and his friends” would “liberate” the masses in “their own way” by establishing “despotic control” over the populace and treating it as a “regimented herd.”140 This was, in part, simply a restatement of
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the arguments already made against the use of the state, including the notion that a new elite might claim to be “ruling in the name of knowledge.”

It is clear from the context that Bakunin was referring to the notion that Marxism was a uniquely “scientific” socialism which alone represented the working class and whose very victory was foreordained by history. The Communists, said Marx and Engels, “always and everywhere represent the interests of the movement as a whole,” are “the most advanced and resolute section of the working-class parties of every country,” and “have over the great mass of the proletariat the advantage of clearly understanding the lines of march, the conditions, and the ultimate general results of the proletarian movement.” Taking by itself, such a perspective is not terribly different from that of the anarchists, who certainly viewed themselves as being champions of the oppressed classes armed with a superior analysis and outlook. More generally, every person who takes up and defends a particular political position—even if that position is completely relativistic in character—takes for granted that his or own view is superior to rivals’ view and so should inform action. For anarchists, however, Marxists made two additional claims that implied the complete substitution of party for class: first, that Marxism alone represented “always and everywhere” the interests and program of the working class, and that anarchism and other rival ideologies, by extension, variously represented feudal forces, the ruined peasantry, capitalist “henchmen,” and assorted “bourgeois trends” “irreconcilably opposed” to socialism; and second, that the Marxist party itself was the only legitimate instrument for the seizure of state power and, more precisely, the formation of a centralized state based on force and “undivided power.”

Since state power can only be held by minorities, this also means, effectively, that the state is captured by the leadership of the party (in Bakunin’s day, “Mr. Marx and his friends”; in later days, Lenin and others). Armed with the theory that the party alone represented the working class, committed to centralized “dictatorship”, and operating without real restraint, it was not a long step for Marxists to the view that all critics were not just ill-informed, but represented hostile class enemies and agents of counter-revolution that required suppression. This means that the party leadership would objectively qualify as “enemies of the people” they exploited and dominated and would quickly move
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to suppress all peasant and working class dissent as counter-revolutionary. In this way, “despotic control” by a new elite might claim to be “rule in the name of knowledge”—in other words, that Marxist knowledge as decided and authorized by the party ideologues would be used to justify substitutionism and authoritarianism.

Those who have sought to cleanse Marx of the taint of the Russian gulag have placed much emphasis on the fact that he only rarely used the phrase “dictatorship of the proletariat,” and then only in ambiguous ways. But Bakunin’s and Kropotkin’s charge that classical Marxist strategies were bound to end in dictatorship by a new class makes almost no reference to this phrase. Nor did the anarchists claim that Marx specifically and overtly advocated a one-party state and dictatorship. Rather, they argued that Marxist reasoning lent itself to a conflation of (working) class and (Marxist) party, and that this would be reinforced by a second element in Marxist strategy—viz., the merger of the party and the state, with that state centralizing in itself all administration, coercion, and production.

Taken together, this would lead to a substitution of the class by the party as well as the use of the party against the class. Under a party-state committed to suppressing counter-revolution, it is difficult to see how any disagreement with the ruling party—the self-declared historic representative of the proletariat, armed with infallible “scientific” doctrine—would be possible. Regardless of whether Marx or Engels explicitly or implicitly conceived the “dictatorship of the proletariat” as rule by a small revolutionary elite, for anarchists this is precisely the sort of regime Marxism generates. As G.P. Maximoff writing: “it follows logically that terror has to be applied against all, save a very small handful of the ‘vanguard of the proletariat’ organized into a party,” which in reality entails “the dictatorship of the [party] leaders.”

By contrast, the anarchists argued that in their revolutionary socialist democracy there would be genuine democratic rights, including the right, within the norms of the democracy, to openly disagree with, and even campaign against, the democracy. Not only would these rights be made substantitive by an egalitarian social order, but there would be “absolute and complete” freedom to “voice all opinions” without reprisals, as well as freedom of association, including of associations promoting “the undermining (or destruction) of individual and public freedom.” The system would be politically pluralistic
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and there would be no conflation of party rule and popular rule. Anarchists, predominant *ideologically* only to the extent that their views were widely and freely accepted, would oppose “all ambition to dominate the revolutionary movement of the people” by “cliques or individuals.”149 Informed “public opinion,” a reformed education system promoting critical thought and respect for human rights, and clear democratic structures would be the real safeguards.150

The anarchists did not deny the need for economic coordination; indeed there is an extensive anarchist literature and praxis elaborating how self-managed local units of consumption and production would be linked together by processes of participatory and democratic planning, with Bakunin explicitly arguing for a global plan arising from a vast economic federation of self-managing enterprises and communities.151 For Bakunin, the “future social organization” would be “carried out from the bottom up, by free association, with unions and localities federated by communes, regions, nations, and, finally, a great universal and international federation.”152

As for the last argument for using the state, military defense, it is important to stress that the broad anarchist tradition confronted the issue head-on. While a minority, mainly syndicalists, hoped for a “bloodless revolution,” they did not ignore the state; instead, they argued that the generalized occupation and self-management of workplaces would cut material and financial supplies to the state military and enable a subversion of the soldiery.153 But most argued for armed revolutionary coordinated self-defense. Bakunin, while advocating the “dissolution of the army, the judicial system … and “the police” of the current order, argued for “permanent barricades” coordinated by delegates with “always responsible, and always revocable mandates” and the “extension of the revolutionary force” within and between “rebel countries.”154 This would be part of the “standing federation” integrating the new society through a delegate system and would be part of the effort to “organize a revolutionary force with the capacity of defeating the reaction” and ensuring “the universality of
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the Revolution,” which had to be international in scope. For Kropotkin, the “supreme honor” was not “dying ... in one's bed, but in the armed struggle for the emancipation of a people,” a fight carried out by “the masses.” Malatesta viewed the notion of peaceful revolution as “pure utopia,” since revolution is resolved through “main force” with “victory ... to the strongest.”

Stages, Capitalism, the Peasantry and National Liberation

The final issue that divided the two traditions concerned historical stages. As I have indicated above, classical Marxists, in practice, never passively awaited the coming of a revolution, delivered by anonymous historical forces. The stages issue, however, also generated major differences (and some odd similarities) in the two traditions' the approaches to national liberation and anti-imperialist struggles. The stage-centred and teleological model of history that was key to the Marxist theory played a central role in the elaboration of Marxist strategy; it did not displace, but shaped, the action of the Marxist party as a historical force.

For Marx and Engels, the global spread of capitalism was essential to the creation of a universal proletariat, and, in the meantime, the main revolutionary prospects lay in the most advanced capitalist centers in northern and western Europe. Although Kautsky argued in 1909 that the “battle field of the proletarian revolution” was becoming “the whole world,” this did not mean that proletarian revolution was on the actual agenda everywhere. In reality, proletarian-socialist revolution was only an option for the most advanced countries. For less advanced countries, such as though in the backward east and south of Europe as well as in most of the colonial world elsewhere, the immediate task was capitalist modernization through colonial intrusion by advanced powers or else local bourgeois-democratic revolutions. In the early 1900s, for example, Kautsky and Lenin agreed that the struggle in Russia was for a bourgeois-democratic revolution against feudal barriers to trade and industry as well as for agrarian and legal reforms. This was “in the highest degree
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advantageous to the proletariat.” The peasantry could aid this process, although it would be destroyed by the subsequent development of capitalism.

This sort of reasoning was central to the Second International’s focus on Western countries and the negligible role it assigned to the colonial and postcolonial world. Those who wanted socialist revolution in such regions were advised to foster capitalist transition, while securing modest reforms, which left little scope for independent local Marxist activity. Underneath the cloak of stageist orthodoxy, however, there were important developments that laid the foundation for more flexible political practices. The first centered on the theory of changing character of capitalist imperialism; the second centered on the notion that the historic “tasks” of one class might have to be taken up by another; and the third centered on the idea that international conditions might allow some countries to skip stages.

When Marx argued that imperialism could play a progressive role, he stressed that it was bound to generate resistance and insurrection. Over time, he became more skeptical about the first claim, and more excited by the second. Soon afterwards, Kautsky advised Iranian Marxists to fight for independence in a cross-class alliance including the local capitalists, and also expressed growing doubts about the ability of foreign capitalism to modernize the colonies. Lenin went further, arguing that Western capitalism had entered its final phase by the 1880s: monopoly, stagnation, and decline. This made socialism immediately possible in the advanced countries, but it also implied that their imperialist exploits were no longer a catalyst for the development of the forces of production in the colonial world but a barrier. It was easy to draw the conclusion that national independence was now essential to the completion of the capitalist stage, meaning that bourgeois-democratic

revolution in the colonial countries was also a national and anti-imperialist revolution.

The early congresses of the Communist International (Comintern, the “Third International, formed 1919) ruled that Marxists must support “revolutionary liberation movements” that were willing to break with imperialism, adding that where capitalism was not “fully developed,” the struggle was primarily a struggle against feudalism and imperialism. It was essential to have “the most radical solution of the tasks of a bourgeois-democratic revolution, which aims at the conquest of political independence.” This perspective was affirmed at subsequent congresses, which characterized imperialism as a “parasite.” Thus, for Mao in the 1930s, the “chief targets at this stage of the Chinese revolution” were “imperialism and feudalism, the bourgeoisie of the imperialist countries and the landlord class of our own country,” as well as “the bourgeois reactionaries who collaborate with the imperialist and feudal forces.”

Taking power in 1949, the Chinese communists described their regime as a “new democracy” based on the four classes, a stage towards socialism.

So, while a basic dualism remained between those countries set for proletarian-socialist revolution and those for bourgeois-democratic changes, there was nonetheless a very important shift. The new, negative assessment of capitalist imperialism meant that Marxist support for capitalist modernization in these countries now entailed a firmly anti-imperialist program that included active participation in multi-class national liberation struggles. In colonial and “semi-colonial” countries, the key task was still bourgeois-democratic change, but this now took the form of what came to be called “national-democratic” revolution. Bourgeois-democratic revolution assumed a national-democratic form, and, involved multi-class movements that incorporated the bourgeoisie but excluded feudal forces. This allowed the Third International to have a major impact in the colonial and postcolonial world, replacing the weak Second International outlook for these territories with a militant agenda.
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Secondly, there was a growing interest in Marxist circles in the idea that one class could carry out the “tasks” of another. Lenin argued that since the Russian bourgeoisie was unlikely to carry out a bourgeois-democratic revolution, the peasantry—which he considered a sort of petty bourgeoisie with anti-feudal interests—could play the a crucial role, albeit in alliance with the working class. Trotsky’s theory of “permanent revolution” generalized this idea across late-developing countries, adding that the leading role of the working class (and its party, of course) in carrying out bourgeois-democratic “tasks” made it very likely that the revolution would proceed quickly to socialism.

From the 1920s, Marxist communists increasingly argued that a rapid transition to a higher stage was feasible whenever the working class (represented, of course, by the party) became the leading force in national-democratic revolutions. Mao, for instance, argued that the Chinese revolution involved an alliance of peasants, petty bourgeoisie, national bourgeoisie, and working class, but this, for historical reasons, had to be “led by the working class and the Communist Party.” The revolution was a fight against the imperialism and “feudal forces” that hampered capitalist development, a “national revolution to overthrow imperialism” that would “regulate” rather than “destroy” capitalism. But the fact that the revolution was “led by the working class and the Communist Party” obviously implied a situation very different from that of newly independent India, for example. Within ten years, the party announced a shift to “building socialism” and “socialist construction.”

The third and final point to note is that classical Marxism did admit the possibility of skipping stages altogether, usually through assistance from societies at higher stages. This possibility was first indicated by Marx. Although he viewed India as being at a pre-feudal stage, he nonetheless believed that British colonialism was making India capitalist. For Russia, he suggested that traditional peasant communes could be a “starting point for communist
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development” if a Russian revolution became “the signal for a “proletarian revolution in the West” that could assist (“complement”) it.177 Trotsky’s permanent revolution model did not replace his view that successful socialist transitions in less developed countries required revolutions in, and material aid from, those in advanced countries.

Another approach to skipping stages emerged in Russia where, against all Marxist theory, the first revolutionary Marxist state in history had emerged in a vast, backward, war-ruined, and semi-feudal society. When the revolution failed to spread to more advanced countries, the ruling Marxists, now in charge of much of Russia and its former colonies, decided to make up the historical shortfall by deliberately building “socialism in one country” through state-led industrialization.178 This approach would later be embraced by other Marxist regimes, such as China. The Comintern argued explicitly that alliance with the Soviet Union and (hoped-for) Western revolutionary regimes could enable “colonial and semi-colonial countries” to “avoid the stage of capitalist domination, perhaps even the development of capitalist relations in general,” moving “with the aid of the victorious proletarian dictatorship in other countries, into the proletarian socialist revolution.”179

In short, the strategies of the classical Marxist movement were deeply shaped by stage theory, and, despite the changes wrought by Lenin, a two-stage strategy for less-developed countries according to which bourgeois-/national-democratic change comes first followed by socialism later. At the same time, there was room for flexibility in this model; the “Stalinists,” far less mechanical than Trotskyists often claimed, proceeded quickly to the second (socialist) stage. In terms of practical politics, these ideas fostered alliances between Marxists and nationalists, allowed the Soviet Union (and later, regimes like China) to find allies among nationalists elsewhere, and, finally, facilitated the emergence of a number of Marxist revolutions from the womb of national liberation struggles, as in Vietnam and Mozambique.

Where, then, do the anarchists and syndicalists fit in? One crucial point of difference is that, as noted earlier, the anarchists rejected stages theory, and there is no equivalent in the anarchist literature of the classical Marxist debates over whether the immediate struggle was for bourgeois-democratic or

proletarian-socialist revolution, whether a Marxist party could substitute for bourgeoisie leadership in a national-democratic revolution and so on.

On the contrary, Bakunin stressed that the anarchists did not want a revolution that was “realizable only in the remote future” but rather the “completed and real emancipation of all workers, not only in some but in all nations, ‘developed’ and ‘undeveloped’” as an immediate aim. In this model, the struggles against, for example, feudal relations or imperial rule are completely decoupled from the question of whether such battles enable a fuller development of capitalism and notions of historical stages toward socialism. Different struggles are not separated diachronically—that is, into a sequence that conforms to a model of historical stages, each with its own “tasks”—but take place simultaneously as a series of concurrent fronts of struggle by the revolutionary classes. Since historical schemas of progressive, sequential stages were “metaphysical fictions,” and since capitalism, specifically, was not a historically necessary stage and did not evolve along the trajectory that Marxists claimed, there was no justification for attempts to integrate concerns about stages and strategy.

What counted was not the supposed stage of history, but the preparation and power of the peasantry and working class in a given moment. When Marx said of Bakunin that “economic conditions do not matter to him,” adding that “will, not economic conditions, is the foundation of his social revolution,” he was not far off the mark. For Bakunin, what mattered was the conscious will of the revolutionary classes, informed by a “new social philosophy,” a “new faith” in the possibility of a new social order and in the ability of ordinary people to create it. The “material conditions” and frustrated “needs” of the popular classes generated fundamental antagonisms toward capitalism, landlordism, and the state as well as a corresponding desire for “material well-being” and the ability to “live and work in an atmosphere of freedom.” But this only promised the potential of radical change; in the very depths of “utmost poverty,” the masses often “fail to show signs of stirring.”

This was precisely why organs of counter-power and a revolutionary counter-culture were essential to making the anarchist revolution. Such a revolution was “infinitely more than a series of insurrections,” “more than mere street-fighting, and much more than a mere change of government.” It was, rather,
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“a swift overthrow, in a few years, of institutions which have taken centuries to root into the soil” accompanied by “the birth of completely new ideas ... conceptions which soon become realities.” It was, above all, the constructive activity of the popular classes, informed by a “new faith” that would change society.

As noted above, Kropotkin’s analysis of the French Revolution gave most of the credit for the abolition of serfdom and absolute monarchy to the peasants and workers rather than to the bourgeoisie, which he presented as a brake on progress. These deep changes in the social structure were made from below; the politicians only later “sanctioned by law” what the peasants and others “had demanded during the last four years, and had already achieved here and there.” The French peasants and workers, however, were held back by the “want of clearness in the mind of the people as to what they should hope from the Revolution”; whereas the bourgeoisie had a clear program, the people were hesitant, prejudiced, focused on “simple negations,” and lacking a “constructive” project. They won lasting changes but ultimately remained oppressed as class society survived; in due course, this failure gave rise to modern socialism, including anarchism. For the anarchists, in other words, the key consideration as to whether a socialist revolution was possible was not whether history had reached the correct stage in the development of the forces and relations of production, but whether the capacity and consciousness of the peasantry and proletariat had reached a point where these classes could defeat the ruling class and remake society.

There was, then, no need for the capitalist stage to be completed, or even begun. Furthermore, the anarchists consistently argued that it was after the revolution that key advances in the forces of production would be undertaken and that the revolution would lead to a massive jump in output as a result of new, just social relations. By way of a historical example, Kropotkin cited evidence that rural productivity and production rose greatly during the French Revolution; the peasant “plough[ed] the lands that he had taken back from the lords, the convents, the churches,” “ate his fill, straightened his back and dared to speak out,” and applied his “skill and energy.”

While there is an odd parallel with Stalin’s and Mao’s idea that a revolutionary society could itself create the material conditions for progress rather than
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waiting until capitalism had matured, there are also essential differences. The anarchists envisaged a genuinely bottom-up process of innovation and growth based on cooperative relationships and democratic coordination, whilst Stalin and Mao relied on centralized state planning and coercion. Furthermore, anarchists and syndicalists never would have regarded the social relations of Stalinist Russia or Maoist China as in any sense egalitarian or socialist nor recognized such societies as a genuine transition away from capitalism.

The rejection of stages theory did not mean that Bakunin and Kropotkin considered issues of social and economic structure, specific political conditions, national and regional variations, or current developments irrelevant to revolutionary strategy. Bakunin’s analyses elaborated strategy on the basis of “a detailed understanding of the relationship of forces between the bourgeoisie and the working class” at specific junctures in order to both disclose “suitable occasions” for revolution and to “avoid making tragic mistakes.” A notable example in this regard is his 1870 “Letters to a Frenchman on the Current Crisis,” written on the eve of the Franco-Prussian War, which elaborates a strategy of turning national conflict into social revolution that anticipated the 1871 Paris Commune in a truly astounding manner. Another is his 1873 text *Statism and Anarchy*, which provides a detailed survey of revolutionary prospects in different parts of Europe. Kropotkin’s political interventions, too, were deeply shaped by careful analyses of contemporary realities. In the 1870s he stressed the model of the 1871 Paris Commune, “a new page in history”; a decade later, however, observing the rise of labor in France, he advocating working within the unions, taking care to understand the situation in “each locality.” (There are, of course, many anarchists who have been less careful, relying on abstract theory, but this is not a unique or intrinsic anarchist failing, as the history of many Marxist groups attests).

Bakunin was also well aware of the fact that peasants were harder to organize than urban workers, and often more conservative, even “egoistic and reactionary,” full of “prejudices” against revolution, and fiercely attached to private property. But he rejected notions that peasants had to be led or organized by
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other classes or by a revolutionary party or abolished through proletarianization, as under Marxist regimes. Rather, peasants had to be drawn into the revolutionary movement by applying the “determined treatment of revolutionary socialism” to the “rash of measles” of reactionary sentiment. This required careful political work that paid close attention to peasant attitudes, grievances, and traditions.

Whereas Marx believed that the Russian peasant communes could be a “starting point for communist development” only if aided by “proletarian revolution in the West,” this stages framework was absent in Bakunin’s thought. The same is true of Lenin’s and Mao’s insistence on working class (more precisely, Marxist party) leadership of the peasants. Bakunin did not view the obstacles to the peasant commune playing a revolutionary role in terms of the level of the forces of production or the supposed flaws of pre-proletarian exploited classes. Rather, these obstacles lay at the level of consciousness: the peasant villages had to overcome their “shameful patriarchal regime,” stifling lack of individual freedom, commitment to the “cult of the Tsar,” social and cultural isolation, and subjugation to landlords. This required the “most enlightened peasants,” infused with anarchist ideas, to lead the challenge against the old ways, coordinate the villages, and unite the peasants with the workers—possibly assisted by radical intellectuals from the outside who “share their life, their poverty, their cause, and their desperate revolt.” Kropotkin’s position on this issue was very similar.

Since the stages framework was absent from anarchism, the movement developed a large and impressive base within the colonial and postcolonial world from its emergence in the 1860s and 1870s. Indeed, much of the history of anarchism and syndicalism “took place in the ‘East’ and the ‘South,’ not in the ‘North’ and the ‘West.’” The anarchists were always critical of imperialism and opposed national and racial oppression on principle. National freedom followed from the anarchist opposition to hierarchy and its emphasis on voluntary cooperation and self-management. The right of freely uniting and separating,” Bakunin wrote, “is the first and most important of all political rights.”
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There were important debates amongst anarchists and syndicalists over the correct approach to anti-imperialist and national liberation struggles, but key issues that concerned the classical Marxists—such as whether imperialism played a historically progressive or reactionary role, or whether bourgeois-/national-democratic revolutions were necessary in the colonial world, did not feature in them. Rather, these debates centered on whether—and if so, how—anti-imperialist and national struggles linked to the anarchist revolution. In other words, they concerned the place of such struggles in the overall strategy for revolutionary change rather than their role in a larger historical schema structured around successive stages. There were three main positions in this regard, each of which asserted a fundamental opposition to imperialism but varied in its attitude toward nationalism and its assessment of the tasks of the libertarians in relation to national liberation struggles.

The first of these anarchist and syndicalist approaches held that national liberation struggles were fundamentally futile inasmuch as they were bound to simply replace foreign with local oppressors. Because such struggles would involve multi-class movements, they would easily be local elites who would constitute new, independent states. National liberation movements were too narrow; whether the new national ruling class could, or would, advance the forces of production was irrelevant. The second approach, by contrast, actively and uncritically embraced nationalism on the grounds that an independent state, for all its limitations, was a step forward—a valuable reform worthy of support.

Both of these approaches essentially identified national liberation movements with nationalism, which is an ideology that seeks to unite all members of a given nation to establish a state that can express the national will. The difference is that one views nationalism as an obstacle to the anarchist revolution and so, essentially absents itself from national liberation movements, while the other views nationalism as a relatively progressive force, and so, essentially gives nationalism uncritical support, deferring the anarchist revolution to later. There is an odd parallel here to the two-stage approach to struggle in the colonial and postcolonial world found in the Marxist tradition, although the anarchists’ two-stage approach had little to do with notions of the necessity of a bourgeois-democratic or national-democratic revolution. Rather, it seems to have arisen from a pessimistic assessment of the prospects for anarchist

revolution, which was deferred to a vague future,\textsuperscript{205} or in situations where national survival and unity seemingly overrode other differences.

The third anarchist and syndicalist position on national liberation struggles argued, on the contrary, that nationalism was only one current in anti-imperialist and national liberation struggles and suggested that anarchists could shape these struggles by pushing them in the direction of an internationalist and anti-statist social revolution. That is, while the anarchists could work alongside nationalists and others in these struggles, they would contest them, seeking ideological hegemony and a radical decolonization that would secure the demands of the popular classes for social and economic as well as national freedom through an anarchist society.

**Conclusion**

This chapter has set out to provide a more systematic analysis of the differences and similarities between Marxism and anarchism by unpacking their strategic and analytical similarities and differences. It has sought to move beyond caricature and non-debate as well as the traditional reduction of issues to the Marx-Bakunin conflict. This has required a discussion of the larger classical Marxist tradition, including in the years after Marx, as well as closer attention to anarchists other than Bakunin (most notably Kropotkin) and to issues often absent from the literature, such as the differences and similarities between the traditions’ analyses of, for example, bourgeois revolutions and their approaches to anti-colonial struggles. Although differences in strategy have been an important part of this discussion, I have sought to show how these are deeply embedded in different conceptions of economy, society, and history and to outline the essential elements of these differences.

It is not only important to move beyond the “non-debate between Marxist and anarchist tendencies on the revolutionary left,”\textsuperscript{206} but also to recognize that it is precisely because the two differ significantly that such a debate is possible and valuable. This is also why recent calls for a synthesis of anarchism and Marxism run aground. The notion that a synthesis is possible because the differences are very limited is shown to be false when examined dispassionately. Excesses, errors, and crude polarizations have marred many anarchist-Marxist exchanges, but these exchanges reflect the existence of the division;
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they are not its cause. The related notion that a synthesis is necessary because the two sides complement one another—anarchism being strong on ethics and vision, Marxism being strong on theory—is also false. Anarchism has a substantial, and rich body of theory, some of which overlaps with Marxism, so arguments that justify synthesis on the grounds that anarchism lacks adequate theory are spurious and reproduce the unfair charge—often made by Marxists—that anarchism lacks analytical rigor.
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